Printing solutions for Education

Established for 40 years in the market places of education (high schools, universities, libraries),
Cartadis advises and provides solutions for managing prints, copies and scans particularly suited
for educational demands. The range of Cartadis goes from payment by coin mechanisms up to an
efficient print management software. Gespage manages the print workflow to printers and tracks
the printing costs by user.

Customised solutions for payment
You want to manage and optimise printing budgets by teachers, and charging students for
copies and prints made.
Through our access control and payment terminals using contactless cards or magnetic cards, you
will find the advisable solution according to your needs and environment. Chosen today by many
places of education, for their reliability and ease of use, those terminals with dispensing, reloading
and management automates will enable a non-stop service without mobilising staff.
Cartadis range is referenced by the world of education, through the coin boxes, solutions based
on magnetic cards and Gespage print management software. Our customers are all universities
and libraries in the world first in France, but also in Germany, UK, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Greece,
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Poland, Romania, Middle East, Tunisia, South Africa, USA, Australia…

Customised solutions for management
Copies, Prints and Scans

Gespage solution gives you the power of a server that can handle all your printing workflow safely and
confidentially, with the flexibility of a payment and access control system fitted to your needs, including
copiers unconnected. Gespage allows real time budgets monitoring of professors and activities, the payment
from students for prints and copies made, and a control management fast and accurate of printing costs.
The software is well suited either for a college with a small quantity of machines or a university of several
thousand students and many printers, thanks to its architecture, its modular pricing and Gespage Mobile to
print from anywhere, without print driver, from the Web, App and Mail.
The main advantages of Gespage are in the ability to define separate user groups each of which has a different
operating mode. The payment of copies and prints will apply to students but not to university staff. Gespage
has a feature allowing students to get an electronic purse by using an account located on a Gespage server.
Accurate management of quotas, payment of copies and prints, differentiated management of groups:
Students, Teachers, Administrative staff can be done by software: with Web Payment option reloading of
one’s print account by bank card on a secured site or by Cartadis hardware solutions.
Cartadis is manufacturer of hardware in complement of Print management software with:
RFID card readers for authentication, touchscreen for printers or when an embedded terminal is not possible,
kiosks to pay anonymously as visitor, dispenser of cards and reloader of accounts. All payments can be done
by cash (coins and notes) and without cash (magnetic or bank card).
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You want to have a server capable of managing Print, Copy and Scan flows from PC, Tablet and
Smartphone and manage all the MFP and Printers, Users and Groups, Security and Optimisation made
within the same system. Gespage benefits from the 40 years of experience acquired by Cartadis in the
education field with cash and card payment systems.

